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Abstract 
In this paper, a series of identities concerned with inverse matrices of a linear combination of 
association matrices on Hamming schemes is given, which is useful in the field of statistical 
design of experiments. 
1. Introduction 
Association schemes were first introduced by statisticians in connection with the 
design of experiments [2, 5, 6]. 
Let U = {ul, ... ,u~} be a finite set. We assume that n + 1 binary relations 
Ro, R. are defined on the set U. Let D~ - (d"h be a v × v (0, 1)-matrix such that 
" ' "  ~ - -  k l !  
d(kil={10 if (Uk,UI)6Ri, 
otherwise. 
Definition. The (n + 1)-tuple <Do, . . . ,  D,> is called an association scheme on a finite 
set U of v points if Di satisfies the following conditions: 
(i) Di is symmetric for i = 0, 1, . . . ,  n, 
(ii) Z~=o Di = Jr, where Jv is the v x v all-one matrix, 
(iii) Do -- Iv, where Iv is the v × v identity matrix, 
(iv) DiD j -- Y,R=O Cijk Dk = D jD~ for i , j  = O, 1 . . . .  , n, where C~jk is a constant depend- 
ing on i , j  and k. 
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It is well-known that the number of l's contained in a row or a column of D~ 
is a constant ( = v~) not depending on the particular choice of a row or a column. 
And the vector space consisting of all matrices ~7= o a/Di is a ring (see, for example, 
" D [1, 3]). It is obvious that if an element Y,i=oai i has the inverse, then (yT=oaiDi)-i 
can be written by a linear combination of Do, ... ,D, ,  if it exists. 
Let F = {0,1, ... ,q - 1} and U = F ". For x = (xl ,  ... , x , )~F"  and y = (Ya . . . .  , 
y . )eF" ,  the number o f j  such that xj  # yj is called the Hammin9 distance between 
x and y, denoted by d(x, y). We define the relation Ri by (x, y)~ Ri if d(x, y) = i, then 
(Do . . . .  , D, > is an association scheme, which is called a Hammin9 scheme. 
In this paper, we shall obtain the explicit formula of (Y.~= oxiDi) - 1. Furthermore, we 
shall give a series of identities which is concerned with the coefficients {b/} of the 
inverse matrix Y~7=ob/Di = (Do + xD1) -1 on a Hamming scheme. 
2. Identit ies 
The vector space consisting of all matrices Y.~=oaiD/ has the unique basis of 
primitive idempotents Eo . . . . .  E,. Let DiEj  = p i ( j )E j ,  where Pi(J), (J = 0 . . . . .  n) are 
the eigenvalues of D~. Let 
~po(0) p,(0) ... p.(0) ]
p=/po! l ) ,  p l ! l ) : " . ,  p.!l) 
Lpoin) pl(n)  "" p.(n) 
be the first eigenmatrix and let 
qo(O) ql(O) ..- q.(O) 
Q=vp_  1= qo(1) q,(1) ... q.(1) 
• , , , .  " 
qo(n) ql(n) "" q.(n) 
be the second eigenmatrix. 
It is known that Po(J) = qo(J) = 1 and pi(O) = vi. In the case of Hamming scheme, 
v = q" and pi(O) = vi = (7)(q - 1) i hold. 
For an association scheme, the following proposition is obtained• 
Proposit ion.  For an association scheme (Do, ... ,D.)  on U, let (~=oakDk)  -1= 
~7=o biDi, then 
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holds and we have 
biPi(l) = n for l = O, 1 . . . . .  n. (2) 
i:o ~k=O akPk(l) 
Proof. By noting the relations Di = 327=o pi( j )E j  and Ei = (l/v) 32~.= o qi( j)Dj,  we have 
- \ k=O j=O / 
~l~ ~,1 -~ ~(~o '~)-~ = akPk Ej = - akpk qj(i)Di. I) j=O \k=O / i=O j=O 
Thus we obtain (1). Furthermore, by using }2~=o qj(i)pi(l) = v6jl, we have 
1 akPk(j) qj(i)pi(1) biPi(l) = -~ 
i=0  i=Oj=O = 
= akPk(j) • 6fl = akPk(l) . 
j=O = 
Thus, the proposition is proved. [] 
Pk(J) = qk(J) = Pk(j; n) = 
By using (1) and (3), we 
(Y,~ =o x~Dk) - '-  
In the case of a Hamming scheme, Pk(j) and qk(J) are Krawtchouk polynomials 
defined by 
min( j , k )  
z ~ ~,,~ 1, (~)(: :) ,3, 
i=0  
can easily obtain the simple explicit formula of 
Theorem 1. For the Hamming scheme 
~=obiD i ;  then 
( - x) i{1 + x(q - 2)} n-i 
b, - - ( ; - -~-{  ~-~ ~q-_ -  l~  
holds for i = 0, 1, . . . ,  n. 
(Do . . . . .  Dn) on F ~, let (Zk=oXkDk) - l=  
(4) 
Proof. By (3), we have 
xkpk(j) = xk ( _ q)i(q _ 1)k-i 
k=O k=O i=O 
i=0 k'=O 
= {1 + x(q -- 1)}n-J(1 -- x) j. 
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Then by using (1) and (3), 
qn j=o(1- -x) J{1 +x(q--1)}n-Jt=o( q)l(q_l)j- I  j-ln-l 
=--1 1 ~n-lj20 ( i ) (n_ l ){  +x(q_l)}j,+l 
qn{1 +x(q-1)}  n (_q)t (q_ l ) j '  l j '  1 
1:o ,= i - - -x  
holds. After a straightforward but somewhat edious calculation, we obtain (4). [] 
Now we shall consider the inverse matrix of Do + xDt. In the case of 
Y.n=o biDi = (Do + xD1)- 1, the explicit formula ofb~ is very complicated, thus it is not 
easy to evaluate the value of bi. In the following theorem, we claim that certain linear 
combinations for bi are represented by simple formulas. In some cases, those formulas 
are useful in the statistical design of experiments ( ee [4]). 
Theorem 2. For the Hamming scheme (Do, ... ,Dn) on F n, let (Do + xD1) -1= 
Y'.~=O biDi' then 
~b(n-m)(  1) i-~ 
i i m q - -  
i=m - -  
holds for m = 0, 1, . . . ,  n. 
m!( -- x) m 
1-[7=o {1 + nx(q - 1) -- kxq} 
Proof. Let g(m) = ~.~=mbi(TS,~)(q - 1) i-re. When m = 0, let I - 0, ao = 1, al = x and 
a2 . . . . .  an = 0 in (2), then it is easy to show that 
g(0)=i__~ ° i i q -  1) i= 1 + nx(q - 1)' 
since pi(O) = (7)(q - 1) i holds. 
Now, let (D(o m), . . . ,  D~m)n-m-3 be a Hamming scheme on F n-m and let 
{() t t Z(")= (O(°°) + xD~°')-I" i=1 ~` ® lq . . . .  i~=obiDl°) " i@=le ® 1~o-. , 
(5) 
l+h  
f(A, B; l, h) = ~ @ S,. 
(S~,  . . .  ,S~+~)c=8 i = 1 
where e = (0 . . . .  ,0, 1)' is a q-dimensional vector, lq.-. is the qn-"-dimensional l-one 
column vector, ® indicates the direct product and ®i~= 1 e = e ® ... ® e. 
¥ 
m 
For  any two matrices A and B, let S be the set of the all ordered (l + h)-tuples 
consisting of I A's and hB's and define the following function: 
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Since DI s-t) = (J4 - I4 )®DI~ + I4®DI j) holds for 0 ~< i ~< n- j  + 1, where 
o( J )  1 = D( J )  = 0, we obtain - ~n- j+  1 
)-,(o) bi(Jq 14) ~(I) (i) nit"i  = --  ®13 i -1  + ~ b i I , l®Di  . . . .  
i=O i=1 i=0 
n-k  h .D  (") "~ 
=k:0  ~" f ( J4 - I " I4 ;m-k 'k )®i : , , - kE  v, i - , ,+kl, 
where 14 is the q x q identity matrix and J4 is the q x q all-one matrix. 
Furthermore, since (A1 ® ... ® A,,).(B1 @ "" @ B,,) = A1B1 ® ... ® A,.B,. 
holds for any matrices {Ai} and {B~}, 
f (J4 - I4, I4; m - k, k) ( i@= o e) = f ( j  - e, e; m - k, k) 
holds, where j is the q-dimensional ll-one column vector. Thus, by noting that 
D(")! = ("5")(q - 1)i1¢-. holds, we can rewrite Z (") as follows: i Aq"  ~ 
Z (rn) = e,e;m - k ,k)® - (  ) } Yl --  m i_m+klq._ .  ~, bi i -m+k (q - l )  
i=m-k  
On the other hand, let (g = (1,0, .. . ,  0)', then similarly we obtain 
} ,O oO, + 
× {xf ( Jq - Iq , I4 ;1 ,  m-1)® D(o") + (i=~) Iq)®(D(o") + xD(lm')t z(m) 
= x ( f ( j '  - ~', 4'; 1, m - 1) ® l'q..) Z (") 
} + {1 + x(n -- m)(q - 1)} ~.' ® l'q.-. Z t"). 
i 
(6) 
It is obvious that 
i (q  -- 2) - r  - t .  f ( j '  - e ,e , l ,m-  1) - f ( j - -e ,e ;m--  k,k) = 
if k=0,  
if k= 1, 
otherwise 
(7) 
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holds. Thus, by using (7) and 
(n -m+1)  (n -m)(n -m~ 
i -m+ l = i -m+ l +\ i -m~'  
the first term of the right-hand side of (6) is 
( f ( j '  - i ' ,~' ;  1,m - i )® 1'¢-.) Z t") = q,-m{ _ m.9(m) + m.9(m - 1)}, 
and similarly the second term is 
Therefore by (6), we have 
{1 + nx(q - 1) - mxq} .9(m) = - mx.#(m - 1), 
which proves the theorem together with (5). []  
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